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About This Game

This time, Hercules and Megara are involved in the detective story. Alarm at Olympus is showing the absence of Zeus, who
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rarely left the peak. A few clues reveal the fact that Zeus has been abducted. Hercules and Megara begin the investigation. The
snowy peaks are cold as hell, so the first thing will be to get dressed according to season.

The game introduces new landscapes, underwater levels, ice skating workers, volcano, funny puzzles, and many more.

Features:

 Stunning full HD graphics

 Volcano, winter, tropical, and underwater levels

 Outstanding detective story based on ancient myths

 Day/night change!

P.S.
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For all game players we'll offer a bunch of adorable collection of collectible items - 7 trading cards, 4 backgrounds and 5
amazing emoticons!
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12 labours of hercules vi - race for olympus platinum edition

Sadly, I think this series goes the wrong way. The first ones were fun, I abandoned the last one. Complicated levels, lack of
overview, heck I even had to made a forum post being stuck since there was a "hidden" path that you were forced to go on.
I waved it off as maybe being fatigue of the series, so after a large pause this game was released and I picked it up for 50 cents.

Sadly, it seems that it wasn't fatigue. While the earlier games kept down to the ground, the rather insanely complicated level
designs totally put me off here. Roads you can barely see (one level on a iceplate for example), a flasket in the middle that
seems decoration but is actually travable, a map consisting of 15 portals. No, no thanks. I prefer to come here for time-trials.
Not how the heck does THIS map work and then having to re-do it after being bronze since I missed a gazillion roads because
these maps construction are not easy on the eye at all.

Less gimmick please. I want to fight time, not the map's layout.. It's 12 Labours, itf you've folowed or enoyed the series, this
latest installment does ot fail to continue the line. Certainy worth having and continues the traditional gameplay. very satisfying
if you like this series.. As cute as the 1st..better graphics..planning on getting them all soon <3. Best Game i have ever played as
top down view. Awesome had great time playing it. :). I don't understand why people are complaining about beating all the
developer's records. If you read thorugh the guide on left down corner on each map, combing with the skills, it is not that hard at
all. The gmae requires you to think and use time wisely. It is fun and challenging. I enjoy it a lot.. This delightful franchise is a
swell time management game, relaxing and fun to play. Highly recommended.. Another solid edition of the gold standard
time/resource management series.. This is another great buy for people who like casual point and click games. The are plenty of
levels, a nice little story, and the game runs smooth. I would say that this game is worth full price, and is an awsome deal when
on sale. 9 out of 10.. My favourite game series.
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Excellent Game. The King of Time-Management rolls on!!
Fun challenging levels and the outstanding music will keep
your headphones on.
Great job devs.
Hope there is a VII :). The new 'beat all developer records' achievement is a big challenge, so it might be problematic if you're
hunting achievements. Otherwise it's still a great game that you can casually click on and be entertained.. Exactly what I needed.

Having played the previous installments, It really is no better or worse than what I expected, it's just what I need to unwind. Like
many of its counterparts, 12 Labours of Hercules is a great little game with some fun, RTS like elements, an interesting story,
beautiful graphics, and is all ages friendly. There is, however, an achievement that's quite challenging to get, beating all devs
scores, so if you are looking for a quick achievement hunt, this might not be the game for you.

Pros:
+Beautiful graphics
+Simple, yet intriguing
+All audiences friendly
+Mythos and RTS

Cons:
-Beating all devs scores is quite grindy and deminishes the good parts of the game. In previous games, you only had to beat 10
and that was enough for satisfaction without feeling ill will toward the game.

Overall: 9.5/10. Nice to play. It's a way to relax helping heroes from Ancient Greek's Mythology. Interesting idea, but the
gameplay is kind of repetitve. The tasks are not so challenging and it becomes boring after a while.

7/10. Same of the other 12 Labours of Hercules games. Can get you a day of fun. Fits its price.. I'm stuggling beating all the
dev's times. I have a limited time to play due to raising kids and the other games in the series once I managed to beat 10 I was
fine and happy to move on. This is driving me nuts. So I'm not a hard core achievement hunter but I do enjoy getting them so I
will stick this out and see what 7 brings. But at this rate it won't be until Christmas!. Still fun, still only small adjustments. Best
time management series for little money.. Great game like the rest in the series, no more thieves but extra challenges instead.
The previous Hercules games had beat the developers score 10 times and I could manage to get those, but this one is beat ALL
the developers records I can say for sure this will be the one in the series I will not get all the achievements (2 will remain
unfinished that and Earn every achievement). Oh well I still enjoy the game.. Dire news from Hermes; it's kidnapping and
potential Regicide on Mount Olympus.
Zeus is missing!
A deranged demigod has been sending dismembered body parts as clues to Hercules in a Hansel and Gretel style breadcrumb
adventure...
Will the mighty Hercules find Zeus before he runs out of digits?...
Find out next time on episode 6 of 'Twelve Labours'.

This is a time trial point-and-click, pathway finding, semi puzzler.
And this time the devs have ramped up the difficulty.
Good, compulisive fun for the price.
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